matters.”
Current by declaring it, “The only radio station that
system nationally as Minnesota itself
Minnesota Public Radio is as unique in the public radio
via 43 stations, and reach 96 percent
is among the 50 states. We broadcast our public service
as a statewide community, so that the
of the state’s population. We strive to serve Minnesota
r in Minneapolis. And we’re thrilled to
listener in Bemidji feels just as connected as the listene
as one of the best things about living
know that Minnesota Public Radio is consistently cited

here in The North Star State.
to share with you the upcoming launch
In a look behind the scenes this month, I’m pleased
the top news story of each day in greater
of a new blog from MPR News. This blog will follow
beyond the headline and into the nitty
depth than broadcast news reporting allows. It will get
as details are uncovered and the story
gritty of fact gathering and continuous story development
ve, and we anticipate a healthy “news
continues to break. We’re excited about this new initiati
listeners and non-listeners alike.
junkie” following as it gains traction among MPR News
and to give you a glimpse of what we’re
Thank you for this opportunity to introduce myself,
more with you next month.
working on here at MPR. I look forward to sharing

Timothy Roesler
Senior Vice President
and General Manager
Minnesota Public Radio

E

arly on, John Birge had no intention of being an on-air host. “I wanted to be a recording engineer,” he recalls. “I was scared to
death of talking on the radio.”
That changed when, as a college student
at the University of Cincinnati’s College Conservatory of
Music, Birge took a work-study job operating the control
board at classical public radio station WGUC. He was
assured he wouldn’t have to say anything on the air, except
for the occasional station identification or brief weather
forecast. “That helped me get used to the idea, and I just
sort of fell into being a DJ,” says Birge, now Classical
Minnesota Public Radio’s morning host. “I’ve been
doing a daily air shift for, what — 29 years now!”
Hosting may not have been his original vision, but
as a teenager, Birge had decided that he wanted to do
something connected to his first love, classical music. His
parents loved music — they attended concerts and listened
to classical public radio in their hometown of Plymouth,
Mich., near Detroit — and Birge and his siblings all took
piano lessons and played in school band. In sixth grade,
Birge liked the sound of the French horn and began serious study of the instrument. The local school district had
a strong music program, and Birge knew many kids who
took further lessons at the University of Michigan or with
people from the Detroit Symphony.
After his first year of high school, however, Birge’s family relocated to South Bend, Ind. Inspired by a summer
camp he attended in northern Michigan, Birge enrolled
at the prestigious Interlochen Arts Academy boarding
school. (Classical MPR host Alison Young also attended
Interlochen, though not at the same time as Birge.) “I was
very, very lucky to go there,” Birge says. “It’s almost like
going to college, really, except it’s a high school curriculum. You take all kinds of arts classes, not just music.”

It was during his music studies in high school and
later in college that Birge decided being a professional
musician was not quite the lifestyle he desired. He didn’t
mind the rehearsal or the discipline, but he was put off by
the relentless competition. That’s not to say Birge never
played professionally; his French horn skills served him
well as a freelance player with the Cincinnati Symphony
and Pops Orchestra. “It was very relaxed, and I loved
being surrounded by musicians who were teachers and
fellow students from music school,” Birge says. “I was
happy to be there, and the fact it lasted as long as it did
was fantastic.”
By that time, however, Birge’s serious career pursuits
involved public radio. His first full-time job was as a
recording engineer at National Public Radio in Washington, D.C., but he left that position in 1983 to return
to Cincinnati as an on-air host at WGUC. In 1997, he
uprooted once more, this time to come to Minnesota
Public Radio.
Birge is now the morning voice for Classical MPR
listeners all over the state. He always makes it a point to

continued next page

Listen to John Birge weekdays from 6 to 10 a.m. on Classical MPR, including 99.5 FM
in the Twin Cities. Find your frequency or stream online at ClassicalMPR.org.
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at MPR every day. MPR News is home
I’m tremendously proud of what we are achieving here
in the Upper Midwest. Classical MPR has
to the largest and most experienced radio newsroom
than it is today. And 89.3 The Current
never been more vibrant and involved in the community
music scene. Just last month, Peter Wolf
continues to lead as a taste-maker on the Minnesota
at the band’s album release party to The
Crier band front man Peter Pisano dedicated a song

Why John Birge is grateful for
“falling into” being a classical
music host By Luke Taylor
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radio company.
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er of Minnesota Public Radio. Beginning
My name is Tim Roesler, and I’m the general manag
-the-scenes looks at MPR’s various
with this issue’s Plugged In, I’ll be sharing monthly behind
initiatives and plans. But first, a little bit about me…
MPR News, Classical MPR, and The
As GM, I oversee all content and business aspects of
initiatives. I’ve been with MPR for ten years,
Current, as well as the respective mobile and online
al commercial news and entertainment
the last three as GM. Before that I was an exec at a nation
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More Thanksgiving Specials
Besides the annual tradition of Giving
Thanks, two new musical Thanksgiving
specials will air on Classical MPR this
year: A Thanksgiving Celebration with
Garrison Keillor, features the host of A Prairie
Home Companion welcoming the soloists and
choir of VocalEssence for a celebration of
Thanksgiving in word and song, Thursday, Nov.
24, at 4 p.m.; and on Thanksgiving with Cantus,
host Alison Young is joined by Cantus, one of
America’s best all-male choruses, for singing
and storytelling about gratitude and what it is
to be thankful. Thursday, Nov. 24, 5 p.m.

Giving Thanks is touching
more people than ever on
Thanksgiving Day

I

f that sentiment were true, MPR News’ Ground
Level project would not exist. The fact is, the
Ground Level team of Editorial Director Dave
Peters and Reporter Jennifer Vogel are constantly finding — and covering — how people
across Minnesota are indeed doing something about the
problems in their communities. What’s more, Peters and
Vogel are focusing on the issues and topics that many, if
not all, of the state’s communities are wrestling with at
the same time.
“We’re trying to shine a light on places where people
are doing things,” Peters says. “Thereby other communities can replicate [the solutions] or get ideas to see what
the possibilities are.” This fall, Ground Level has focused
on two topics: “Cleaning Minnesota’s Water” and how
cities are dealing with tightening budgets.
At the moment, Ground Level is primarily an MPR
News online feature — written stories, a blog, conversations, video and such. However, as an approach to MPR
News’ regional coverage mission, it is gaining traction.
“We have gotten more integrated with the rest of the

A

s the old saw goes, “Necessity is the mother
of invention.” Accordingly, necessity gave
birth to Giving Thanks. “It was just me having
to work on Thanksgiving morning,” chuckles Classical MPR’s John Birge.
Birge was a host on Cincinnati public radio station
WGUC when he first created what would become Giving
Thanks, playing music and finding stories to fit the day.
When Birge joined Classical MPR in 1997, he realized
a bigger audience might enjoy the program. It is now a
national holiday special; last year, Giving Thanks aired on
301 stations nationwide on Thanksgiving Day.
Giving Thanks includes interviews with guests, and Birge’s
mind boggles at the number of poets laureate, Pulitzer
Prize-winners and other luminaries who have participated
in the show. This year, guests on Giving Thanks (9 a.m. and
encore at 8 p.m.) are writer and Wait, Wait … Don’t Tell Me!
regular Roy Blount, Jr., and writer and film director
Nora Ephron.
Music naturally plays a big part, and Birge finds
pieces that are about thankfulness or about autumn or
the harvest.“And some of them are just pieces that feel
like the holiday feels, even though there’s no specific or
literal connection to it,” he says. “They just seem to be
the right soundtrack.”
What listeners won’t find on Giving Thanks are Turkey
Day clichés. “This is not a pilgrims and pumpkin pies
kind of show,” Birge insists. “It’s much more contemporary. It’s about fall, food and gratitude.”
And because nowadays the show is pre-recorded, Birge
can be grateful he no longer needs to work on Thanksgiving morning.

Ground Level project explored water quality
issues with Richard Axler, senior research
associate at U of M−Duluth.”

newsroom,” Peters says. “For example, on the water topic
page, we had on-air stories from Stephanie Hemphill,
environmental reporter and from Dan Gunderson up in
Moorhead.” And he says Vogel is occasionally going on
air for de-briefs on the stories she writes. Adding to the
strength and success of Ground Level are the contributions of the Public Insight Network analysts who help
explore future topics that resonate with Minnesotans
and who find untapped sources.
Is it succeeding? “Absolutely,” says MPR News Managing Director Chris Worthington. “What we’ve discovered is that when you find the topics and issues that are
resonating state-wide — and find the places where they are
resonating the most powerfully, and you report on those
issues from those places — it’s a more effective way to tell
stories.”
Ground Level began as an experimental project in 2010
(it has been funded by the Bush Foundation for the past
two years) when MPR News sent a team to one town
— Baldwin Township — to cover the challenging issues
there. While Worthington says that form of hyper-local
news coverage clearly wasn’t sustainable given MPR’s
extensive reach, everyone learned a lot from it. The result
is they’ve flipped that model of journalism on its head.
“This approach needs to be about topics and places, not
places and topics,” Worthington says.
Peters notes they’ve tackled a new topic about every
two months. Right now the home page displays all eight,
from the original Baldwin Township project and the issue
of rural health care to the latest “Cleaning Minnesota’s

continued next page
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Listen to Classical MPR at 99.5 FM in the Twin Cities. Find your frequency, or stream online at ClassicalMPR.org.
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Everybody complains about the (enter topic here), but nobody
does anything about it.”

Explore “Cities in Crisis” and all the topics
of Ground Level at MPRnews.org.
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Nov. 16: The new live broadcast series on
Classical MPR, Carnegie Hall Live, continues
with an all-Beethoven program by the Orchestre
Révolutionaire et Romantique conducted by
Sir John Eliot Gardiner. Performance begins at
7 p.m. CT on all Classical MPR stations.

How Ground Level is covering important issues facing
many Minnesota communities — and reporting on
the solutions found By Pete Demarest
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Carnegie Hall Live
celebrates Beethoven

Fertile Ground

Gratitude
Attitude
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stay on top of cultural activities throughout the listening
area. “I want to be able to connect with listeners no matter where they are,” he insists.
The essential way to connect with Classical MPR
listeners is, naturally, the music. Although Birge understands that listeners may be otherwise busying themselves
while listening — that is the nature of radio, after all — he
takes care to open the door for listeners to music he finds
particularly inspiring. “I like the idea that we’re playing
the best music ever written,” he says. “It’s such a gift.”
Birge also enjoys helping listeners discover new recordings and new music. “People think of the radio station as
their friend,” he says, “so if I can be that friend who says,
‘Hey, check this out,’ then that’s a good thing.”

